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With extensions you can enhance your natural look and you may have notices that they aren't just
used by celebrities anymore. These are an accessory that is being used more and more to provide
a boost in color, thickness and length. It's a more affordable and healthier alternative than bleaching
or color treating your natural locks.

Blonde hair extensions also appear in many variations and styles, so it can be hard to choose just
one for you. You should simply remember to purchase blonde hair extensions that use 100 percent
human hair (which is high quality) in order to get the most out of your styles. Virgin human hair,
Remy hair or European hair is usually the best around for blonde hair extensions.

What are the advantages of blonde human hair extensions? With 100 percent human hair
extensions you obtain much more styling freedom and this has to do with the grade of hair. Human
hair is divided into various grades with A being the first with the finest quality, where the hair has
been carefully hand selected with the cuticles intact and aligned to resemble the natural direction of
your natural locks. After this category you get B and C, which also use human hair but the strands
are different lengths without cuticles. This hair quality is more reasonable priced but features results
that are not as superior as the ones offered by grade A hair.

If you want to know how to use your blonde hair extensions that clip in, just follow these easy steps
to enjoy fuller, thicker styles:

â€¢	Clean and dry hair is a must when clipping in hair extensions.  If you have dirty hair, the grease will
transfer to the hair extensions and you will have to wash them, which lessens their durability.

â€¢	Make a horizontal parting across your scalp just above your ears and secure the hair that's above
the parting with a clip or band. Comb the hair that is left loose.

â€¢	Pick up the first hair weft to attach and begin with the middle clip. Slip it onto your natural hair and
press it shut. Check if the clip is firmly in place and continue with the clips on either side. Make sure
all the clips are in place.

â€¢	Take out the top part of your hair that has been clipped up and make another horizontal parting  1
inch above the attached weft.  Pin up the rest to work on later. Attach another weft in the same way
as you did the first. Repeat the steps for the rest of the application.

â€¢	Continue making horizontal partings and attaching the wefts as you move up the back of your
head. Attach the 1 inch side wefts by making a horizontal parting above your ear and attaching the
clips in. Use a mirror to check that no clips are peeking out.
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If you want to really benefit from a blonde hair extensions, you should purchase ones that  are made
from human hair. Virgin human hair, Remy hair or European hair is usually the best around for a
blonde hair extensions.
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